Name the book associated with the tweets.

1. STOP IT! I won't eat it and enough with the damn rhyming!

2. @bears, goodnight @chairs, goodnight @kittens, goodnight @mittens, goodnight.
Name the book associated with the tweets.

3. 

sent me to room without supper, going on an adventure brb.

4. 

@pilot, draw me a sheep

astro_boy
Name the book associated with the tweets.

5. @plane where are you going? I’ve just hatched and you leave your child alone? Worst parent ever. 4 hours ago via web in reply to plane

confused_babe

tweetbaggery.com

6. @Jem, someone filled the hole in the tree! No more surprises for us. 8 hours ago via web in reply to Jem,

hamming_it_up

tweetbaggery.com
Name the book associated with the tweets.

7. @everybody, in the bathroom brb
   2 hours ago via web in reply to everybody,
   no_longer_ashamed

8. @Moe you big ugly jerk, leave me alone. Tiger coming to school to maul you [and @susie] tomorrow!
   8 hours ago via web in reply to Moe
   philosophic_tiger_lover
Name the book associated with the tweets.

9. @Adelie_Penguins stop eating all the food, we are a poor 1930s family!

5 hours ago via web in reply to Adelie_Penguins

father_at_wits_end

tweetbaggery.com

10. @Penelope, just keep knitting and keep dinner warm, brb from work in 20 years or so

10 hours ago via web in reply to Penelope,

off_to_work

tweetbaggery.com
Name the book associated with the tweets.

11. @Alice, why is a raven like a writing desk?

8 hours ago via web in reply to Alice,

eccentric_milliner

12. @Romulus_and_Remus suck it wolf boys, carried dad, visited underworld founded city, bitches

2 hours ago via web in reply to Romulus_and_Remus

former_illium_resident
Name the book associated with the tweets.

13. Rats @Julia
disillusioned_man

14. @Jim, they think you killed me, also being in drag is mighty uncomfortable
edited_boy
Name the book associated with the tweets.

@Marlow the Horror! the Horror!
8 hours ago via web in reply to Marlow

overachieving_tusk_trader
Name the book associated with the tweets.

@Christian I love you Roxanne
6 hours ago via web in reply to Christian

Secret_lover

rt@Roxanne I love you Roxanne
5 hours ago via web

Christian
Name the book associated with the tweets.

@Jane, I have got someone who is just perfect for you!
matchmaker

@readers this all happened... or maybe not. But it is true.
Home_from_Vietnam
Name the book associated with the tweets.

19. Just joined twitter, username already taken. But it is my name!
   10 hours ago via web
   Reply Retweet
   Stolen_Username

20. @Tree just a few more branches. Then I will come play...
   6 hours ago via web in reply to Tree
   Reply Retweet
   little_boy
Name the book associated with the tweets.

21.

colored scale @drab_fish @boring_fish @colorless_fish
too_pretty

22.

they were impressed when I wrote words in a web, the whole farm should be safe from slaughter now that i am on twitter!
spinner
Name the book associated with the tweets.

23.

@World 5 tickets and........GO!
8 hours ago via web in reply to World
master_confectioner

24.

Monkey cheat code discovered. Throw down cap and they do too! Now who wants to buy a cap?
7 hours ago via web

tweetbaggery.com
Name the book associated with the tweets.

25.

Bologna? Really?! >.<
3 hours ago via web

frustrated_detective

26.

@empty_mall have you seen my button?
3 hours ago via web in reply to empty_mall

lonely_bear
Name the book associated with the tweets.

27.

@Amelia why are there prunes in the bushes, and why did you throw away the tent?

8 hours ago via web in reply to Amelia

frustrated_friend

28.

@droogs, ultra-violence tonight?

4 hours ago via web in reply to droogs,

bowler_wearer
Name the book associated with the tweets.

@Celie, why haven't you responded to my letters?

2 hours ago via web in reply to Celie,

lost_sister

@orphans, goodnight you princes of maine-you kings of new england

3 hours ago via web in reply to orphans,

ether_lover
Name the book associated with the tweets.

31.

@God, are you there?
5 hours ago via web in reply to God,

desperately_seeking_puberty

32.

@ blomkvist I am watching you
4 hours ago via web in reply to

wasp
Name the book associated with the tweets.

33.

i am in mourning for my life

6 hours ago via web

 lady_in_black

34.

just fashioned shelter, fire and rudimentary tools with only a hatchet but somehow I am tweeting?

9 hours ago via web

b
Name the book associated with the tweets.

@Martin_the_Warrior quit with the dreams and riddles, just tweet us where the damn sword is!

frustrated_seeker
Name the book associated with the tweets.

@Ms_F I should have stayed home today!

According to my research...

@Ms_F please desist from endangering our children by taking them on ridiculously dangerous adventures without even a consent form

concerned_PTA